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Abstract— In the last half century, the English character recognition was studied and the results were of such type that’s it can produce technology driven applications. But the same approach cannot be used in case of Indian languages due to the nature of complication in terms of structure and computation. Now days there are different methodologies which are growing fastly in the area of Indian languages and character recognition. The offices, banks, schools and other organisations are working in the field of digital document processing. Devnagari is the national language of India and generally spoken by 600 million people in India. Devnagari should be given more special consideration for analysis and document retrieval due to its popularity. This paper is mainly concern for the people who are working in the Devnagari Optical character and it provides an overview about Devnagari character recognition system (DCR). In this paper the current status of DCR is presented and future research is also suggested.

Index Terms— Image Classification, Segmentation, Devnagari Character Recognition, Feature Extraction and Thinning

I. INTRODUCTION

NOW a days the character recognition has become a major area in the field of OCR (Optical Character Recognition). The contributions of Offline character recognition in the digital library evolution have found a great attention. In this paper we mainly focus on the handwritten Devnagari script. Handwriting recognition can be defined as the ability of a computer to translate human writing into text. The offline recognition process works on pictures which are generated by an optical scanner.

In this Paper the limitations of different methodologies is defined mainly based on two factors: one is the data collection process (On-line or off-line) and the second is type of text (hand written text or machine printed text). The Devnagari Character Recognition Problem can be defined based on five stages:

1. Pre-Processing
2. Segmentation
3. Feature Extraction
4. Recognition
5. Post processing

In this paper the different methodologies is defined on the basis of the five stages in the character recognition system. In this paper we have mainly focused on off-line character recognition. Although there are the different approaches for off-line and on-line character recognition but there also exists common solution for these two.

Due to the wide use of Pattern recognition and image processing technology, a lot of improvement have become in the handwritten recognition system. There are different types of pattern recognition techniques which can be helpful in the Devnagari optical character recognition.

In the Devnagari optical character recognition, the useful work is done by V.Bansal and R.M.K. Sinha [3]-[5]. The overview of statistical pattern recognition can be found in [1]-[2]. These references can be the best starting point to study the various types and applications of Devnagari Optical character recognition system. The general idea about the document analysis can also be found in [6].

In this paper the different characteristics of Devnagari language is defined in section 2. In section 3 the image pre-processing is defined, the segmentation stage is discussed in section 4.the different types of feature extraction is discussed in section 5 and the techniques for character classification is discussed in section 6. At last the post processing is defined in section 7 and finally the future research is defined in section 8.

II. FEATURES OF DEVNAGARI SCRIPT

The script Devanagari (‘divine Nagari’) is mainly based on phonologically, and it is written from left to right. If we study the history, like other native scripts of South Asia, it is derived from the Brahmi alphabet of the Ashokan inscriptions. Typologically, it is called as an alphasyllabary: that is, in it the consonant- vowel sequence is written as a unit, called as an aksara, in which the vowel symbol functions as an obligatory diacritic to the consonant.

In India Devnagari is considered as the most popular. In Devnagari there are 12 vowels and 33 consonants. These Vowels and Consonants are called as Basic Characters. The main features of vowels are that’s it can be written as
independent letters, or by applying a methods of diacritical marks which are written above, below, before or after the consonant to which they belong. The pattern of writing the vowels in this way is called as modifiers and the Characters which are made by this are called conjuncts. It can happen that’s Sometimes that’s two or more consonants can be combined and produce the new shapes. These types of new shape clusters are called as compound characters.

The other scripts also support these types of basic characters, compound characters and modifiers which are here in Devanagari. The national language of India “Hindi” is also in Devnagari script. Sanskrit, Nepali and Marathi language also use Devanagari for writing. In all over world the rank of Hindi is at number 3[2]. The character set which is used in Devnagari is shown in Table I to Table III.

### Table I: Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Character</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>कःखःगःघःङःचःछःजःझःञःटःठःडःढःणःतःथःदःधःनःपःफःबःभःमः यःरःलःऍऎएऐओऔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II: Vowels and their corresponding modifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Modifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>अ</td>
<td>ा</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>आ</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>इ</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ई</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>उ</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऊ</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ओ</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>औ</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III: Half Form of the Consonants with Vertical bar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonant</th>
<th>Half Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>कः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>कः</td>
<td>कः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ठ</td>
<td>ठः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ठः</td>
<td>ठः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ड</td>
<td>डः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>डः</td>
<td>डः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ढ</td>
<td>ढः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ढः</td>
<td>ढः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ण</td>
<td>णः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>णः</td>
<td>णः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>त</td>
<td>तः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>तः</td>
<td>तः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>थ</td>
<td>थः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>थः</td>
<td>थः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>द</td>
<td>दः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>दः</td>
<td>दः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ध</td>
<td>धः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>धः</td>
<td>धः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>न</td>
<td>नः</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>नः</td>
<td>नः</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shirorekha or headline is the horizontal line at the upper part of the characters. This characteristic is not found in English character so it can be taken as a distinguishable feature to extract English from these scripts. In the pattern of continuous handwriting from left to right, the Shirorekha of one character is attached with the Shirorekha of the previous or next character of the same word. So if we continue this manner, the multiple characters are appeared in a word as a single component having the common Shirorekha. In Devnagari there are a lot of characters which have the similar shape. There are also different vowels, numerals and compound characters due to these the Devnagari optical character recognition have become a typical problem [7].

### III. PRE-PROCESSING

The Paper document is generally scanned by the optical scanner and is converted in to the form of a picture. A picture is the combinations of picture elements which are also known as Pixels. The pixels contain basically two values ON and OFF. The ON value points that’s the pixel is visible and the OFF value points that’s the pixel is not visible. At this stage we have the data in the form of image and this image can be further analyzed so that’s the important information can be retrieved. This analysis process can include the following points:

- Noise Reduction
- Normalization
- Thresholding
- Skew Detection
- Thinning

#### A. Noise Reduction

When the document is scanned and is stored in picture format there is the chances that’s the noise is introduced in the image. The noise can be introduced by optical scanning device or by the writing instrument. Due to the noise there can be the disconnected line segment, large gaps between the lines etc. so it is very essential to remove all of these errors so that’s the information can be retrieved in the best way [8].

#### B. Normalization

The normalization is done so that’s the character is arranged in a proper manner. Generally the individual character is fitted within the matrix. The matrix can be of 32 x 32 or 64 x 64 so that’s the all characters can have the same size.

#### C. Thresholding

The thresholding is a process in which the gray scale image or any color image is converted into the binary image.

#### D. Skew Detection

For a document scanning process, there can be the skewness. The skewness should be removed because it reduces the accuracy of the document. The skew angle is calculated and with the help of skew angle, the skewed lines are made horizontal.

#### E. Thinning
To find the features of the objects, the boundary detection of the image is done. For boundary detection, various functions can be applied to the objects which are available in the MATLAB.

IV. SEGMENTATION

In Character Recognition techniques, the Segmentation is the most important process. Segmentation is done to make the separation between the individual characters of an image. The Devnagri words can be separated by removing Shirorekha. Each Separated character generates a sub-image. The Fig. 1 for Devnagrai segmentation can be shown as follows:

![Devanagari test image](image1.png)

![Devanagari segmented image](image2.png)

Fig. 1. Representation of Segmentation

V. FEATURE EXTRACTION

Feature extraction is the process to retrieve the most important data from the raw data. The most important data means that’s on the basis of that’s the characters can be represented accurately. To store the different features of a character, the different classes are made. The feature of a character is stored to that’s particular class to which it belongs [9]. So each class is different from another class. There are different methods which can be used for features extraction. These methods are classified mainly in the three groups.

- Statistical Features
- Geometrical and Topological Features
- Global Transformation and Series Expansion

A. Statistical Features

When the document image is represented by statistical distribution of point, the style variations of the characters is also considered. This is done so that’s dimensions of the feature set can be reduced and also have the less complexity. There are the different statistical features which can be used for character representation.

Zoning: The frame which contains the character is divided into different zones. The zones can be overlapping or non-overlapping zones. The different features or the point densities are analyzed in the different regions [10].

- Projections: For the representation of Characters, the pixel gray value can be projected on to the lines in the different directions. By this representation the two dimensional image is converted to one dimensional signal which can be used for the representation of the character image.

- Crossings and Distances: An important statistical feature is the number of crossing of a contour by a line segment in a specified direction. The character frame is divided into a set of regions in the different directions. So each region has the characters and the features of each region are extracted based on the characters.

B. Geometrical and Topological Features

A character can have the local and global properties. These properties can be represented by geometrical and topological structure with different style variations. These types of representation can provide help to extract the knowledge about the structure of the object or the knowledge about the basic components that make the object. The topological and geometrical representations can be categorized in the four groups.

- Measuring the Geometrical Properties: In this technique, the representation of the characters is done by calculating the geometrical quantities such as, the ratio calculation between height and width of the bounding box of a character, comparative lengths between two strokes, the relative vertical and horizontal distances between initial and last points, width of a stroke, the relative distance between the last point and the last y-min, word length curvature or change in the curvature, upper and lower masses of words [20].

- Counting and Extracting the Topological Structures: In this type of structure, line ends, isolated dots, branch points, cross points, direction of a stroke from a special point, a bend between two points, straight strokes between two points, loops, maxima and minima, cups above and below a threshold and relationship between the strokes which constitutes a character are considered as the features [11].

- Graphs and Trees: The Trees makes the hierarchical relation so this type of relationship can be used to represent the words or characters with a set of features. The words or characters can be partitioned into the different topological primitives like holes, crosspoints, strokes etc. the graphs can be used to represent the different primitives of a word or characters. The graph coordinates of the character shape can be used to represent the image.

- Coding: For coding we can use Freeman chain coding. Freeman chain coding is used for detecting loops and curves in a character. The chain code can be used to represent the boundary by the connected sequence of straight line segments which is of specified length and direction. The numbering scheme can be used for the direction of each segment.
C. Global Transformation and Series Expansion

It includes Fourier Transform, Gabor Transforms, Wavelets, moments and Karhuen-Loeve Expansion. The transformations or series expansion is the compact encoding which is provided by the linear combinations of the coefficients. Translation and rotation are the deformations under global transformation and series expansion.

Gabor Transform: The Gabor transform is the one type of short time Fourier transform. The use of Gabor transform is to find the sinusoidal frequency. The Gabor transform is also used to find the phase content of local sections of a signal as it changes over time. The function which is to be transformed first of all is multiplied by a Gaussian function, and the result is known as a window function. The window function is then transformed with a Fourier transform which derives the time-frequency analysis. The window function means that the signal near the time being analyzed will have higher weight.

Wavelets: Wavelet transformation is used to represent the signal at different levels of resolution. Corresponding to various levels of resolution the wavelets coefficients are used to represent the segments of document image correspond to letters or words. These coefficients work as an input to a classifier for recognition purpose.

Fourier Transforms: The relationship between a signal in the time domain and its representation in the frequency domain is defined by the Fourier transform. The most unique feature of Fourier transform is to recognize the position-shifted characters, when it observes the magnitude spectrum and ignores the phase [8]. In Devnagri, Fourier Transforms has been applied in many ways [12].

Karhunen-Loeve Expansion: Karhunen-Loeve expansion is the eigen-vector analysis. Karhunen-Loeve Expansion tries to decrease the feature set by creating the new feature set. The new feature set is the linear combinations of the original ones. There are different pattern recognition problems like face recognition where Karhunen-Loeve expansion is used. In character Recognition problem Karhunen-Loeve expansion is not used widely because complex algorithms are required to implement it.

VI. CLASSIFICATION OF CHARACTER

Optical Character Recognition widely use the pattern Recognition techniques. There are also the different techniques which are investigated by the researchers. A survey report on feature extraction and classification methods for Devnagari character recognition can be found in [8].

There are the different classification techniques for Optical character Recognition.

- Neural Networks.
- Statistical Techniques.
- Template Matching.
- Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms.
- Combination classifier.

The above techniques are not purely independent. The one technique can be considered as the subset of another.

A. Neural Network

To develop an accurate OCR system is a complicated task and requires a lot of effort. Such types of systems are usually complicated and can hide a lot of logic behind the code. To achieve the good performance and improved quality of recognition, the artificial neural network in OCR applications performs the important function. Another benefit of using neural network in OCR is extensibility of the system – ability to recognize more character sets than initially defined. There are the different types of neural networks which can be used for the character recognition.

The artificial Neural Network is a computing architecture which consists of ‘neural’ processors connected in a parallel sequence. The Artificial Neural Networks can perform the computation at a higher rate as compared to the classical techniques because it has the parallel nature. The output from one node goes to another node as the input and the final decision depends on the complex interaction of all nodes. The neural network can be categorized in to two types, feed forward and feedback network. The feedback network is also known as the recurrent network.

In OCR system, the most common neural network is multilayer perceptron (MLP) network which is of type feed forward network. The interesting Feature of MLP is that it provides the confidence in the character classification. First of all MLP is proposed by U. Bhattacharya et al [13]. M.Egmont-Petersen has shown the comparison of various NN classifiers like Feed forward, Neuro-fuzzy system etc. for English language. K.YRajput et al[14] have also used classifier like back propagation type which is based on Genetic algorithm and also classification along with fusion of NN and Fuzzy logic.

B. Statistical Techniques
Statistical decision theory is based on the statistical decision functions and a set of optimality criteria, which maximizes the probability of the observed pattern given the model of a certain class. Statistical techniques are based on following assumptions:

a. The Distribution of the feature set is based on Gaussian or in the worst case uniform.

b. There are a wide statistics available for each class.

c. With the collection of images, a set of features can be extracted which represents each distinct class of patterns. The value taken from n-features of each word unit can be consider representing an n-dimensional vector space and the vector, whose coordinates correspond to the value taken and represents the original word unit. The main statistical methods which are applied in the OCR field are Clustering Analysis [15], Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM), Nearest Neighbor (NN) [13], Likelihood or Bayes classifier, Fuzzy Set Reasoning, and Quadratic classifier.

C. Template Matching

Template matching is one of the Optical Character Recognition techniques. Template matching is the process of finding the location of a sub image called a template inside an image. Once a number of corresponding templates is found their centers are used as corresponding points to determine the registration parameters. Template matching determines the similarities between a given template and windows of the same size in an image and identifying the window that produces the highest similarity measure. The recognition rate of Template Matching is mainly depending on noise and image deformation. For improved classification Deformable Templates and Elastic Matching are used.

D. Support Vector Machine Classifier

For Data Classification, SVMs (Support Vector Machines) are a useful technique. A classification process generally involves separating the data into two sets, training and testing sets. Each instance in the training set contains one target value (i.e. the class labels) and several Attributes (i.e. the features or observed variables). The goal of SVM is to produce a model (based on the training data) which predicts the target values of observed variables). The output of individual classifiers. Combiners, like to do voting or to perform averaging (or sum), are static. For these static operations no training are required. On the other side the trainable combiners may provide the best result than to the static combiners at the cost of additional training as well as the requirement of additional training data.

Some combination classifiers used in Indian scripts are SVM and ANN [13], ANN and HMM [17], MLP and SVM [17], MLP and minimum edit [17], K-Means and SVM [18], NN, fuzzy logic and genetic algorithm. The five classifiers (three NN based and two HMM) are used by Pavan Kumar [19] to obtain the accuracy at the best level.

VII. POST PROCESSING

The objective of preprocessing is to clean the document in a certain sense but the important information can be removed because there is the lack of context information at this stage. Generally the complete OCR problem is to determine the context of the document image. So the combination of context and shape information in all the phases of OCR systems is necessary for meaningful improvements in recognition rates. The accuracy of Character Recognition stages can be improved if the semantic information were available up to a great extent. In the Post processing stage, this is done with the feedback to the previous stages of OCR. The best way of incorporating the context information is the use of dictionary which can be used to correct the small mistakes of OCR system. The main idea for spell checking the OCR output and also provides some techniques for the output of the recognizer which are not in dictionary. For Devanagari Language, the Research is underway to check the spelling. When the unknown character is recognized, it can be saved.

VIII. FUTURE RESEARCH

India is a country which have multilingual and multiple-script so Research and development in Indic language processing is a necessity. A Program on Technology Development for Indian Languages (TDIL: http://www.tdil.mit.gov.in) have been started by Ministry of Information Technology Government of India, where language aspects are studied and developed. CDAC (Centre for Development of Advance Computing) is also actively involved in development of Indian languages. Various language translators are developed by CDAC in collaboration with IIT Kanpur for word processing. IIT Kanpur, IIIT Hyderabad, ISI Kolkata and many others Research institutes are working in Devanagari character Recognition [8].

OCR has been investigated for the different Indian scripts like Tamil, Bengali, Telugu, Gurumukhi etc. Most of the research is based on to identify the isolated character rather
than the word, phrases, or the entire document. The Indian scripts are a composition of the constituent symbols in two dimensions. In conventional Research, first the segmentation process is applied to word so that’s the word is segmented into its composite characters. Later on the composite character is decomposed into symbols or strokes (like Matra) which are finally recognized. A lot of research is still needed for word, sentence and document recognition, its semantics and lexicon. There is still a need to do the research in the area Devnagari character recognition.

IX. CONCLUSION

In the last two decades the different methods have been proposed by the Researchers for treating the problem of Devnagari character. But a lot of research is also required to handle the Challenges in Devnagari Character Recognition. It is hoped that this detailed discussion will be beneficial insight into various concepts involved, and boost further advances in the area. The accurate recognition is directly depending on the nature of the material to be read and by its quality. Current research is not directly concern to the characters, but also words and phrases, and even the complete documents. For the character recognition, HMM, neural networks and their combinations are used as the powerful tools. For the high reliability in character recognition, segmentation and classification have to be treated in an integrated manner to obtain more accuracy in complex cases. This paper has focused on an appreciation of principles and methods. The compare of effectiveness of various algorithms has not been attempted in the present work. Unfortunately there is little experimental as well as standard handwritten character database available publicly for benchmarking the accuracy of various advanced techniques proposed in Devnagari character recognition.

To understand the approaches described in more details, the list of references is enlisted. We thanks to researchers whose important contributions may have been overlooked.
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